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'order, authority, and patriotism' which Charles Maurras and
his followers had preached for so long.
With the return of Laval to power in April 1942, German
pressure was intensified. Germany's necessities were great, for
now she was bogged in Russia and suffering heavy losses, and
the entry of the United States brought the danger of renewed
war in the West much nearer. From Laval she hoped to get
skilled French labour, either in French or German factories:
and at the same time a more docile and submissive spirit in
France. The period reveals the nature of democracy in France
only in the growing spirit of organized resistance, culminating
in the flight of young men to the maquis to escape the forced
labour laws, and in the sinking of the fleet at Toulon by the
sailors to prevent its falling into German hands. It must be
noted that evasion of the forced labour laws was often connived
at by Vichy officials, and that the sinking of the fleet was carried
out in obedience to standing orders given by Darlan even
before the signing of the armistice.1 When in November the
Allies invaded -French North Africa, Germany occupied the
whole of France, and the 'armistice army' of Vichy was dis-
banded, the whole basis of Vichy's regime changed.   Hence-
forth it had only the most shadowy authority over France, and
was more helplessly at the mercy of German exactions. It
survived mainly by dint of the personal prestige of Petain, the
nimble wits of Laval, and the inherent limitations of Germany's
power to compel obedience without provoking open rebellion
on her vulnerable western flank. In January 1944 the change
was completed, and the collaborators from Paris were forced
upon Petain and Laval as ministers at Vichy. Beat the neo-
Socialist, Darnand the ex-cagoulard conspirator, and Henriot,
the venemous journalist ofGringoire, were forced into the Vichy
Government  under  German  pressure.  There followed  six
months of virtual civil \var between collaborators backed by
1 Cf. D. M. Pickles, op. tit. p. 53. *. „ . a conscious faith in democracy
was undoubtedly far and away the most important factor in resist-
ance.* General Weygand: op. cit. pp. 199, 232, whilst expressing his
disagreement with and even distrust of Darlan, shows how determined
Darlaii was that the fleet should never fall into German hands.

